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Abstract. The disruption era is characterized by massive, rapid and unpatterned changes, causing uncertainty, unclear direction and complex relationships between factors driving the change. This epoch is accelerated by the massive use of digital technology with several main characteristics, such as the increasing importance of artificial intelligence, the internet of things, virtual reality, and three-dimensional printing machines. Such rapid changes require private television managers to adapt broadcasting practices to capture opportunities and anticipate threats. Taking a case study of private television in Indonesia, this article explores how multiplatform broadcast media adjust to such rapid changes. Applying the value chain concept as a theoretical framework, this study investigates five essential aspects of the broadcast production chain: content creation, packaging, scheduling, distribution platform, and user interface. The research method was descriptive qualitative with in-depth interviews, observations, and documentation studies as the primary data collection methods. This study shows that the packaging aspect is a new strategy in multiplatform broadcasting management by determining the target audience of a packaged program. The user interface strategy using multiple platforms allows the interaction with the audience. The broadcasting work management system using Trello enables television workers to work anywhere without coming to the office. Flexibility and time efficiency are applied in broadcasting work management. At the same time, the target market of the millennial generation who rarely watches television but watches YouTube broadcasts is responded by designing programs and channels that are more suited to the millennial character.
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1. Introduction

Television users in Indonesia experience change every year. Data from Hootsuite shows that in 2016 the duration of watching television in one day was 2 hours 22 minutes, while in 2017, it was 2 hours 23 minutes a day, then in 2018, it became 2 hours 45 minutes, and in 2019 it increased by 2 52 minutes watching television in one day. However, Hootsuite data also shows an increase in internet usage. Internet users in 2016 in one day spent 4 hours 42 minutes surfing in cyberspace, while in 2017 it rose very high for 8 hours 44 minutes, then in 2018 for 8 hours 51 minutes, and in early 2019 internet users became 8 hours 36 minutes.

In a democratic broadcasting system, the content of television broadcasts must be based on the public interest, not solely for personal interests in business or political matters. The increasing number of television stations in Indonesia proves that people need media to provide various information and entertainment. Currently, television programs are generally entertainment, featuring violence, sexuality, criticism, and degrading human dignity.

According to Hidayat (2015), making the broadcast media business is not easy. Managing broadcast media is the same as managing humans. Broadcast media requires creative human resources and works according to the three main pillars of broadcast media, namely engineering, programming, and marketing. The success of broadcast media depends on good management of broadcast media. Broadcasting management has the task of designing, implementing to evaluating, and coordinating with existing resources. However, conditions in the current era of disruption make a person’s lifestyle and tendencies change.

The increasing use of digital media assumes that digital media dominates conventional media. However, research by Neilsen for Consumer Media View reveals that 97% of Generation Z aged 10-19 still watch television, while 50% access the internet, 33% listen to the radio, 7% watch pay television, and 4% read print media. In the Millennial Generation aged 20-34 years, 96% watch television, and 58% access the internet. Generation X aged 35-49 years watch television as much as 97%, listen to radio 37% but only 33% for internet access, The older a person gets, access to the internet decreases where the Baby Boomers (50-60 years old) watch television, % listen to the radio and 9% access the internet (https://www.nielsen.com/id/en/press-releases/2016/gen-z-konsumen-potensial-masa-future/ accessed on September 14, 2019).

The industrial revolution is also a factor in changing people's habits and lifestyles. Indonesia is starting to transform to survive in this era of disruption. The television industry in Indonesia must also participate in keeping up with the fast-paced changes not to be abandoned by viewers. There are many things that the television industry must prepare for the 4.0 industrial revolution in Indonesia. The development of television in Indonesia from...
year to year has undergone changes ranging from acquisitions to the emergence of new private televisions. The era of disruption has also changed the behavior of today's television viewers. The average viewer spends only a short time watching television; the rest watch television via smartphones wherever and whenever (Prabowo, 2012).

Competition for private television is also getting tougher with the emergence of NET TV. NET TV Today's Television is an alternative for television entertainment. NET TV comes with different program formats and content from other TV stations. In line with the development of information technology, NET TV was founded with the spirit that entertainment and information content in the future will be more connected, more public, more immersive, more personal, and more accessible. That's why, from the start, NET TV came up with a concept multiplatform so that viewers can access unlimited NET TV shows rating anytime and anywhere.

Rating and channel share NET TV seems to have decreased compared to the two televisions that are members of the Indonesian National Television Association (ATVNI), namely Rajawali Televisi and KompasTV. NET TV with a blue line is in the middle of experiencing a decline. Neilsen processes this result based on a recapitulation of audience data from 12 February 2017 to 25 January 2019.

NET TV as a new television, experienced delays in broadcasting transmitters in cities that were the object of Neilsen's survey in Indonesia. The network expansion process carried out by Rajawali Televisi, KompasTV, and NET TV is very different. Rajawali Televisi is a networked television network that reaches 45 cities in Indonesia. KompasTV broadcasts through local television stations by relaying programs from KompasTV. Thirty-three local television stations belong to the KompasTV network. Meanwhile, NET TV reaches 43 transmission stations. The three television stations appeared on the air after being filled with 11 television stations in Indonesia, and of the three established the ATVNI Association.

The NET.TV management strategy can be analyzed using the broadcast management strategy that has been outlined by Lucy Kung on Strategic Management in the Media Television (2008:55). The era of disruption today makes the strategies implemented by each television, especially NET TV, different. Value chain analysis is a tool used to create value for its customers to achieve a competitive advantage. Technological progress is an important aspect but will be detrimental if the right management strategy does not support the use of technology. It is very interesting to study in analyzing NET TV broadcasting management. This research is expected to be a lesson for the development of private television in Indonesia.
2. Methods

The type of research used in this research is descriptive qualitative. This method is because the researcher wants to explain the broadcast management of NET TV and its implementation in dealing with the Era of Disruption. This is explored in-depth to the subject and object of research to obtain complete data as material for discussion. This research uses a case study design because this design is considered more suitable if the study's central question is how or why.

The sampling method is purposive sampling or based on specific considerations. Subjects in this study based on the research objectives are representatives of the parties involved in the formulation of broadcasting management and implementation. The CEO, the program research and development division at NET TV, and the marketing division are among them. However, the researcher was only able to do a few interviews with Wishnutama as CEO. Then the researcher was assisted by the research and program development division and the marketing division of NET TV. At the same time, the object of this research is the management of NET TV broadcasting in the face of the Era of Disruption.

There are two types of data sources to be collected in this study, namely primary data and secondary data. Primary data is done by searching information for sources involved in NET TV Broadcasting Management. At the same time, secondary data is done by observation and documentation. Observations were made starting from reading some online news, then viewing several programs and studios on NET TV, then looking for information related to NET TV with employees. They are then documenting several programs, starting from the
production process to broadcasting a program. Researchers were invited to see the production process of the program “Ini Talk Show.”

This research carried out data analysis techniques in this study in three ways: data reduction, data presentation, and concluding. The data validity technique that the researcher will use is the source triangulation technique. Source triangulation refers to the researcher’s efforts to access more varied sources to obtain the same data.

3. **NET.TV Broadcasting Strategy**

Changing times have become very complex when technology wars are increasingly visible. The era of disruption becomes a reference in human patterns and characteristics. Changes in human behavior are also influenced by technology. Before there was a smartphone, humans could only watch one-way television or could only see and listen to the served programs. In the era of disruption, television became a box that could perform internet searches, presentation tools to display on a queue device at a bank, or videos of a company's profile.

**a. Content Creation**

Broadcast content from NET TV is partially self-produced (*in-house production*) and acquired. Creating an interesting content that the audience can enjoy is not easy. NET TV as a television with a target market of the millennial generation has a very long research stage. NET TV has a mission to produce creative, entertaining shows and improve the quality of the content that is broadcast. In broadcasting, NET.TV has several programs divided into content, including:

- NET Documentary (Lentera Indonesia Indonesia Bagus)
- NET News Entertainment (NET 5, NET 12, NET 10, Indonesia Morning Show, Good Afternoon, Custom Protection NET 86)
- NET Entertainment (The Comment, We Sing for You, Tonight Show, Sarah Sechan, Today's Family, this is a Talkshow, Neighbors of the Age, The East).

The distribution of the above content is intended to attract the attention of the millennial generation to get newer and more modern program content. This is as explained by the interviewee in the following interview excerpt:

We determine our target audience based on our vision and mission, by reducing through entertainment, our target is in the A and B Social Economy Level, because we believe, our program is specifically for young people and families in grades A and B. (Nova Wahyudi, Research and Program Division, 7 November 2019)
b. Scheduling

Broadcast Programming is the organization of radio and television programs on a daily, weekly or monthly basis. Programming is a synonym for scheduling. The television industry in general uses a strategy to win viewers by presenting several new or excellent programs at certain hours in order to compete with other television industries.

NET TV has strategically planned its programs, so that viewers can enjoy their favorite programs. The scheduling process of an event program includes several factors, namely the available audience, the strengths and weaknesses of competitors, audience habits, audience patterns, what viewers like, what advertisers need and like, production and income costs, program inventory and the ability to produce program events. Determination of the program schedule is seen from every hour because each hour has a different composition of viewers, it is important in determining the program to find out who the viewers are at a certain time to match the content and concept of the program. This is as explained by the interviewee in the following interview excerpt:

We implement this planning process in several stages, before making the program we plan by looking at the competition from other televisions, then we look at the program references that don’t exist, or we Usually we see a television program and then we modify it to make it different and more interesting to serve to viewers at home, in this case the Research Team to the Production and Program Division also intervened in the discussion of planning the program, to Mas Tama (CEO NET TV) Pun participate in planning the program. (Nova Wahyudi, Research and Program Division, 7 November 2019)

c. Distribution Platform

The era of disruption makes people want easy access to media. In this case, NET TV operates one to many transmissions to network TV for free to air and has used multi-platform to disseminate its broadcasts. In addition to broadcast distribution, NET TV also broadcasts its programs via satellite broadcasts, such as Usee TV, First Media, Orange TV and Transvision. NET TV broadcasts can also be watched streaming through the official website http://www.netmedia.co.id/live-streaming via smartphones or laptops. This makes it easier for the millennial generation to be able to access it anytime, anywhere to be able to enjoy selected programs.

The ease of accessing live broadcasts on NET TV provides facilities for the millennial generation to watch NET TV on YouTube with Full HD (Full high definition clearer) quality on screens smartphones, laptops, or smart tv. However, for regular
programs, NET TV does not broadcast these programs live on Youtube. Streaming via Youtube is only done when there are events certain. Youtube makes it easy for NET TV viewers who missed the program to re-access the show. Not all of the programs on NET are shown on YouTube. This is because NET TV’s strategy wants viewers to watch the show directly on television or through an application from NET TV. Ads from YouTube are not able to finance production for a long time. For advertisers, Youtube also provides an advantage because the superimpose in the show can be seen again by viewers continuously.

NET TV has a multiplatform in spreading its broadcasts. In addition to operating with one-to-many transmission to network TV on a basis free-to-air, NET also broadcasts its broadcasts on several cable TV channels, such as First Media, Orange TV, Big TV, and Telkomvision, whose broadcasts are in Bandung. NET broadcast. It can also be watched streaming on the website, on Android and Apple apps, and non-streaming on Youtube. Youtube only live streams if there are special events, such as media birthdays. Youtube makes it easy for viewers who missed a program/event to be able to re-access the shows they want to watch.

d. User Interface

Technological developments are increasingly rapid in the era of disruption. Clayton M Christensen, in his book Disruption by Rhenald Kasali explains that disruption has become very popular because it moves in line with the development of technology and information applications that can change a pattern of society from generation to generation. The television industry was also affected by the effects of this disruption. The new breakthrough made by NET TV in the creation of applications streaming addresses the challenges of disruption. The application makes it easier for viewers to access, view television shows anytime anywhere, provide feedback to the television industry, can interact with the television industry to provide suggestions or comments on the desired program, and can take part in determining which guest stars will appear, can be used as an evaluation material when viewers criticize some programs. Social media created by NET TV provides information about programs and footage in each episode. This is done to reduce the distance between the program and the audience. NET TV uses social media, including Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.

NET TV manages social media to create engagement with viewers, especially the millennial generation by disseminating information about on-air and off-air programs such as seminars and as a means of promotion and actively creating social media
content. In addition, social media is used to maintain and even increase the number of viewers.

The relationship between NET TV and its viewers or netizens (citizens on the internet) makes NET TV develop an application that can communicate in two directions and build closer relationships, making this application supported by the latest technology and adapting to the needs of Android and iOS smartphone users. Where an application can be downloaded via the Play Store or App Store, several applications that make it easy for viewers to interact and create their own content, namely, NET Z, ZULU, NET Connect, NET Jalan-Jalan, and NET CJ (Citizen Journalism).

Three years NET TV was established, precisely on its 3rd anniversary on May 29, 2016 launched a news site that provides a decent source of news and has high credibility. The news portal NETZ.id presents news with contemporary tastes, facts in the news are very important in presenting information, not only showing news but also supported by attractive visuals. NETZ can be accessed through the netz.id website as well as on the android and iOS applications, in the NETZ application there is a Story menu, which displays information related to the profile of someone who is an inspiration. Around Me, which displays news packaged in writing and added with videos, which makes the portal more interesting. Trending is a menu that displays a selection of frequently visited news such as updates, living, inspiration and entertainment.

There are several advantages that NET TV gains by creating their own programming content site. One of the advantages is that they will get a greater financial benefit. If they have their own site, of course they can freely work with sponsors who certainly promise greater profits. In addition to financial benefits, NET TV will be freer to determine what content can be presented by them. It is undeniable that YouTube has restrictions that make it difficult for users to freely upload the content they want, for example, audio-visual content copyright issues).

e. Packaging

Strength of packaging/packaging is needed in this industry. High creativity in packaging a program is not an easy matter. The NET TV program is the result of the creative team as well as programs that have acquired from many parties, such as the programs "Asian Next Top Model", "Home of Badminton" and "Tonight Show". The talk show program on NET TV is very diverse, ranging from Sarah Sechan, Tonight Show and Ini Talkshow. The achievement of Ini Talk Show was nominated for the Asian Television Program as The Best Comedy Program in 2014 (www.netmediatama.co.id).
Wishnutama as CEO of NET TV, who previously was also a director at several television stations, created almost the same programs but with different programming techniques. Some programs were successful and some failed, such as the Gebyar BCA program which was also present on NET TV, becoming a new concept in soft selling packaging on NET TV—bringing together several top guest stars to collaborate on playing music genres in certain themes. This became a mainstay program when Wishnutama started on Indosiar, then it was repackaged by the NET TV creative team. According to him, NET TV programs also existed before, such as the 86 programs, when Wishnutama at Indosiar gave birth to the Patrol program, so that the packaging of the 86 program was the result of the packaging carried out.

4. Business Strategy Model

Making a program with good quality content will attract viewers to watch a program. Creativity is critical to reshaping the television industry and business model. Creativity must also be balanced with a disruptive mindset or mindset that is always open to new opportunities in every change. The face of the organization will not be the same as the past, meaning that old companies will find it difficult to get out of their old industry traps. The changes that occurred prompted NET TV to display its broadcast programs through the Video on Demand service on Usee TV. This collaboration is an advantage because the existing programs can reach more viewers throughout Indonesia. Thus, it is hoped that NET TV can develop more by paying attention to its content and concepts.

The competition that occurs in the television industry is competitive in program content, where viewers want broadcast programs that are educational and contain information. NET TV’s failure in managing the television industry is not seeing the target audience. Target targets with the existing conditions are very different. The following is a business strategy model that must achieve the target and can be implemented by the company based on its capabilities.
Strategy of managing a television industry must be carried out starting from resources, internal conditions of the company, target market, to achieving success in increasing revenue within a company. NET TV as a television industry has a characteristic where a good industrial management in resource management.

The basic thing in a strategy is that it starts from the part of the resources owned by the basic thing, namely human resources that have criteria according to the company. NET TV’s Human Resources must have skills special ranging from engineering, production, to managerial. NET TV has reliable human resources, because starting from the recruitment of the NET TV management, selecting candidates to evaluating each employee. In 2017 NET TV created an open recruitment for Media Development Program (MDP) V which was held at the Sentul International Convention Center on March 22, with more than 30,000 registrants attending and only 200 selected. Wishnutama said that NET TV is not a place to make a living, but working at NET TV is a place to make changes for the better and a place to live big dreams. This is in line with the event’s concept, namely "pursuing a dream" to work on NET TV. (MDP V NET TV netmediatama.co.id, accessed on 05 February 2020)

NET TV in managing human resources is very good, by treating its employees as work partners. According to Wishnutama, the television industry, which is supported by the millennial generation, will support creativity. Thus, it is necessary to have a more flexible working atmosphere with facilities according to the millennial generation’s needs, such as a workspace without partitions so that teams can connect with one another, an area playground to a dining area designed like a cafe. The NET TV workplace design won an award from Style & Decor magazine, in the 2014 Decor Award event as Best Office Design with an office concept long-lasting design. Thus, employees will feel comfortable in the office. Meanwhile, NET TV work clothes apply several military work clothes, where each
NET TV employee must wear a different uniform in its use, with the military concept making employees feel confident and proud in using the typical NET TV uniform. This is as explained by the interviewee in the following interview excerpt:

In this era of disruption, we are aware that robots will replace everything, from cameras, lighting to equipment technical, which are already robotic, but we believe that humans cannot be replaced by the sophistication of robots, here we implement people management, where our friends at NET also feel that every work in the office can also be done at home, the important thing is according to the target or result, managing employees is not easy, we have thousands of employees, in management we also immensely helped the development technology, but in a 24-hour standby my organization to continue monitor the progress of my friends at NET. (TV NET CEO Wishnutama Kusubandio, 8 November 2019)

NET TV in broadcasting broadcast content already uses sophisticated equipment, ranging from cameras to its digital broadcasting system. The use of this technology is in line with the concept of NET TV as modern television, which carries a contemporary theme with the application of technology in it. Technology is used to simplify and lighten employee performance in the concept and creation of a program, the use of digital technology makes NET TV different from other televisions, NET TV has a large HD SNG mounted on a truck, in which there is sophisticated equipment that is used to broadcast when outside the studio.

The internal stage determines how a business will be run, with an innovation process from ideas that will be made to activities that support a business. NET TV also applies in the creation of broadcast program content, this content is created by the production team, but NET TV is currently experiencing changes in broadcast content that is more mainstream by bringing up presenters who have often aired on other televisions. Content is something that viewers are looking for because a program with good content will always be enjoyed by its viewers. The Tonight Show has become a very popular program with the millennial generation, with the existence of a fanbase, Tonight Lovers, making this show eagerly awaited by viewers.

Technology in the era of disruption is developing rapidly; the emergence of several applications that can be downloaded via smartphones makes it easy to broadcast an event program. NET TV has a target of the millennial generation, so NET TV has also created a digital platform so that it can be accessed by the millennial generation. NET TV applications on the There are playstore and AppStore not many, so this is a material for evaluation in making applications that can not only access NET TV but can apply such as Vidio or Youtube, so that they can enjoy other channels digitally.
The level of customer satisfaction is expected in the industry. Millennials are the target market for NET TV. However, in reality, not all millennials watch television. Thus, NET TV must change the stigma that an idealist will collide with a realistic one to achieve the target. To make viewers switch television channels, NET TV must create content that can be multi-segmented. This will later build a new audience so that audience satisfaction appears in watching a television show.

Increasing the number of viewers also increases revenue significantly in the television industry. NET TV must be able to increase audience satisfaction to achieve the target with a high market share. When it has gone up, advertisers will also definitely place advertisements as expected, in terms of advertising revenues on air and off air can also be obtained, resulting in a significant increase in building a television industry that competes in this era of disruption, because not only other television stations that are rivals but from the digital line and social media are also competitors.

NET TV, as a television industry, should be able to survive with the sophisticated capabilities and equipment it already has, only changes the target market broadly; in the industry high idealism is very necessary, but must look at the current conditions, by evaluating several parts that are important elements in a television industry will change the strategy that will be implemented by NET TV in the future.

5. Conclusion

NET TV’s great attention to technological developments, especially digital platforms, has made this national private television station one of the most popular television programs for the millennial generation. In addition to access to program content available on all platforms, NET TV also does not stop creating distinctive programs different from other national private television stations. Even though it is often labeled a television station modern anti-mainstream and cool, NET TV can still enter the top five in terms of share rating because its segmentation only targets middle to upper-class youth. However, behind that, NET TV has succeeded in making its content the ruler of the digital platform. On YouTube, NET TV content reigns at the top. From there, it is evident that the use of new media has indeed become NET TV’s main strategy in competing for national private television in Indonesia by using various social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and Google+) as well as their special digital channel, namely Zulu.id. Apart from being their content distribution platform, social media is also an engagement medium to create bonds between NET TV programs and their audiences.
However, in the application in the era of disruption, with the target market being the millennial generation, NET TV is not watched via television, so NET TV has decreased performance and changed NET TV’s branding from "cooking television" to "It's fun to watch on NET". Ratings and shares Declining have also reduced advertising spending on NET TV. Only a few programs have become a mainstay in advertising and still survive, namely the Ini Talkshow and Tonight Show programs. We can conclude that NET TV failed to target the millennial generation market with media owner ideals. This makes NET TV a television mainstream by displaying the same programs and performers as other private television stations to attract different markets.
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